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Embark on a journey through some of the world’s most pristine and diverse waters. Indonesia’s 
underwater world holds the worlds hughest marine biodiversity, many surprises just waiting to be 
discovered…

WONDERS OF INDONESIA….

From the enigmatic yet highly conspicuous harlequin shrimp to the majestic manta ray, Indonesia is home 
to thousands of marine species ranging from some of the very smallest the largest in the world. 

The parks visited by Alila Purnama are protected area’s where industrial fishing boats are prohibited 
and local fishing communities are able to practice sustainable fishing using traditional methods. This has 
promoted substantial growth in both diversity and the number of marine animals found in the area. 

Diving Indonesia’s rich environment, will take you through kaleidoscopic coral gardens inhabited by equally 
colorful fish. Watch the turtles gently swim by as they search for their patch of algae to graze upon. 
If you’re lucky you even meet some of the ocean’s larger creatures such as whales, dolphins and manta rays. 

DIVE INTO A NEW WORLD 

We at Alila Purnama understand that not all have had the opportunity to dive before arriving onboard. 
That’s why we set up a fully functional dive center aboard the ship that can cater to all levels of expertise. 

For you who never have the chance to dive and experience this whole new world, the Indonesian waters 
are the perfect place to start. If you are already certified but fancy brushing up on your diving skills or 
getting a higher level qualification, we are more than happy to assist you along the way. 

Best of all, not only will you be learning new skills that you can use on all your future holidays, you’ll be 
learning these skills in some of the most pristine and vibrant waters on the planet!

If you are interested in the marine world and its variety of inhabitants, we have compiled some of the 
courses you can take while onboard so you can decide for yourself which is best for you. 



DISCOVER SCUBA DIVING 
USD 100 nett | person 

Discover scuba diving is a course designed to experience diving without becoming a qualified diver.  The course 
establishes some basic dive theory and puts them into practice in 2 genuine dives up to 12 meters deep. 
This course is perfect for those who wish to try scuba diving out for the first time or for those who do 
not wish to become qualified scuba divers but still enjoy diving when on holiday. 

OPEN WATER DIVER 
USD 600 nett | person 

The open water course is the entry level course to become a qualified recreational scuba diver. This 
course teaches slightly more extensive dive theory and provides you with the tools to become a confident 
scuba diver upon its completion. 
During this course, you will be taken for 4 dives at a maximum depth of 18 meters. It allows you to dive 
alone with another certified scuba diver without having to complete additional training. This course is 
perfect for those who wish to go on multiple dives during their trip or continue diving in the future. 

ADVANCED OPEN WATER DIVER 
USD 500 nett | person 

The advanced open water course is designed to give you a deeper understanding of dive theory and 
allows you to specialize in various aspects such as navigation and buoyancy control. This also gives you the 
ability to dive at a maximum depth of 30 meters on all future dives, opening new doors to your diving 
adventure. The course will take you on 5 specialty dives; underwater, navigation, deep dive, and the 3 other 
specialties are entirely up to you. This course is perfect for those who wish to increase their proficiency as 
divers and wish to dive deeper than 18 meters.



DIVING REFFERALS 
(Upon request)

If you wish to undertake your confined water dives in your home country and continue your open water 
course at Alila Purnama this is entirely possible. The open water course consists of 2 dives in confined 
water (often in a pool) and 3 dives in the sea. 
If you wish, you can get certified for your confined water dives from your local dive school and bring proof 
of this to use. This will let you fully enjoy your trip with us and maximize your time actually diving and 
reduce the sometimes tedious learning sessions. 

DIVING REFRESHERS
USD 80 nett | person 

Diving refreshers are designed for people who haven’t been diving for a while and wish to review some 
skills and theory. 
This course is tailored to your specific needs, but usually includes a revision of specific underwater skills as 
well as some of the key theoretical concepts you learnt in your previous dive courses. 

NITROX
USD 300 nett | person 

The nitrox specialty course will teach you the required theory to embark on nitrox dives in the future. Nitrox 
is a special mix of gases that allow you to dive for longer periods at shallower depths. This course is perfect 
for those who have good air consumption and wish to maximize their time underwater on each dive.

NIGHT DIVE SPECIALTY 
USD 150 nett | person 

Stepping into a new world and experiencing extraordinary sights is standard procedure for all dives. 
Fancy taking it to the next level? Then a night dive is what you need. At sunset, triggerfish find themselves 
a comfortable hole to wedge themselves in for the night, rays and groupers start patrolling the area for 
unsuspecting pray and phosphorescent plankton light up the waters like stars on a clear night. This is 
marine life like you’ve never seen it and is truly a sight to behold. 

DRIFT DIVE SPECIALITY 
USD 150 nett | person 

Drift dives are fantastic! Let the current gently usher you through your dive while you sit there and enjoy 
the ride. If you’re lucky, you might see some marine creatures who usually reside in deeper waters come 
closer to shore to be cleaned by the resident reef fish before continuing their journey. 

If any of these courses are of interest to you, we highly recommend undertaking PADI’s “e-learning” course 
before leaving for your trip. This will allow you to do all your theoretical learning and tests from your home, 
hence and eliminating the tedium on your trip. Please feel free to let us know if you are interested in any 
of these courses and we will provide you with all the relevant information for your “e-learning” course.
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